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Abstract
We examine the wavefunctions and their scalar products of a one-parameter family of
integrable five vertex models. At a special point of the parameter, the model investigated
is related to an irreversible interacting stochastic particle system the so-called totally
asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP). By combining the quantum inverse scat-
tering method with a matrix product representation of the wavefunctions, the on/off-shell
wavefunctions of the five vertex models are represented as a certain determinant form.
Up to some normalization factors, we find the wavefunctions are given by Grothendieck
polynomials, which are a one-parameter deformation of Schur polynomials. Introducing a
dual version of the Grothendieck polynomials, and utilizing the determinant representa-
tion for the scalar products of the wavefunctions, we derive a generalized Cauchy identity
satisfied by the Grothendieck polynomials and their duals. Several representation theo-
retical formulae for Grothendieck polynomials are also presented. As a byproduct, the
relaxation dynamics such as Green functions for the periodic TASEP are found to be
described in terms of Grothendieck polynomials.
PACS numbers: 02.30.Ik, 02.50.Ey, 03.65.Fd
1 Introduction
Symmetric polynomials [1] are ubiquitous objects in mathematics and mathematical physics.
One of the most basic and important symmetric polynomials is the Schur polynomials
sλ(z) =
detN (z
λk+N−k
j )∏
1≤j<k≤N(zj − zk)
, (1.1)
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where z = {z1, . . . , zN} is a set of variables and λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λN ) is a sequence of weakly
decreasing nonnegative integers λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0. A sequence λ can be represented
as a Young diagram whose kth row has λk boxes.
Schur polynomials appear not only in representation theory but also in many contexts
in mathematical physics, especially in integrable systems. For example, the tau functions of
the KP hierarchy have Schur polynomial expansions [2]. Schur polynomials also appear as
the singular vectors in conformal field theory [3, 4], the Green function of the vicious walkers
[5, 6], the domain wall boundary partition function of the six vertex model [7, 8], the Schur
processes as one of the most fundamental examples of determinantal processes [9], to list a
few. The relation between integrable models and symmetric polynomials can be extended
from Schur polynomials to Jack, Hall-Littlewood, Macdonald polynomials and so on.
In this paper, we develop a novel relation between integrable models and symmetric
polynomials. We consider a family of integrable five vertex models. At a special point of the
parameter, the model we investigate is related to an irreversible interacting stochastic particle
system called the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
At another point, the vertex models reduce to the four vertex model describing the one-
dimensional quantum Ising model [16].
We show that up to normalization factors, the wavefunctions of the five vertex model are
given by the Grothendieck polynomials [17, 18, 19]
Gλ(z;β) =
detN (z
λk+N−k
j (1 + βzj)
k−1)∏
1≤j<k≤N(zj − zk)
, (1.2)
which is a one-parameter extension of the Schur polynomials. The Grothendieck polynomial
was originally introduced [17] in the context of the intersection between geometry and repre-
sentation theory as a K-theoretical extension of the Schubert polynomials, i.e. as polynomial
representatives of Schubert classes in the Grothendieck ring of the flag manifold. The for-
mal parameter β corresponds to the K-theoretical extension. For flag varieties of type A,
Schubert polynomials is the Schur polynomials itself, and it was shown recently [18, 19] that
Grothendieck polynomials for flag varieties of type A is expressed in the determinant form
(1.2). We show the equivalence between the wavefunctions and Grothendieck polynomials by
combining the quantum inverse scattering method with a matrix product representation of
the wavefunctions. We find the wavefunctions correspond to the Grothendieck polynomials
(1.2), and the dual wavefunctions to the following “dual” Grothendieck polynomials
Gλ(z;β) =
detN (z
λk+N−k
j (1 + βz
−1
j )
1−k)∏
1≤j<k≤N(zj − zk)
. (1.3)
From this relation between integrable models and symmetric polynomials, we note that
studying integrable five vertex models lead us to representation theoretical results of the
Grothendieck polynomials. We present several results for the Grothendieck polynomials in
this way, i.e. by studying the integrable five vertex models. We find the following Cauchy
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identity for the Grothendieck and dual Grothendieck polynomials∑
λ⊆(M−N)N
Gλ(z;β)Gλ(y;β)
=
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
(zj − zk)(yj − yk)
detN
[
(zjyk)
M − {(1 + βzj)/(1 + βy−1k )}N−1
zjyk − 1
]
, (1.4)
which generalizes the one for Schur polynomials. We show this identity by evaluating the
scalar products of the wavefunctions in two ways. We can evaluate the determinant repre-
sentation of the scalar products directly in a way by use of the recursive relations called the
Izergin-Korepin approach. The scalar products can also be evaluated by inserting the com-
pleteness relation and the determinant forms of the wavefunctions and dual wavefunctions.
The two ways of the evaluation of the scalar products turns out to yield the Cauchy iden-
tity for Grothendieck polynomials (1.4). In short, we find a generalization of the celebrated
Cauchy identity by analyzing a family of integrable five vertex models with the recently
developed techniques to analyze integrable models (see [20, 21] for the six vertex model,
[22, 23, 24, 25, 28] for the XXZ chain, and [27] for the totally asymmetric simple exclusion
process). As a special case of the Cauchy identity, we also obtain the summation formula for
the Grothendieck polynomials. There are several results on the generalizations of the Cauchy
identity for symmetric polynomials related to geometry in the past (see [28, 29] for example).
The one for the Grothendieck polynomials presented in this paper has advantages in that the
connection with the Schur polynomials is explicit and easily understandable, which seems not
to be known before.
As a byproduct of the determinant forms of the wavefunctions, we formulate the exact
relaxation dynamics of the periodic TASEP for arbitrary initial condition, generalizing the
case for the step and alternating initial conditions [30, 31].
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce a one-parameter
family of integrable five vertex models by solving the RLL-relation, a version of the Yang-
Baxter relation which guarantees the integrability of the model. In section 3, we evaluate the
scalar products by the Izergin-Korepin approach to find its determinant form. In section 4,
by combining the quantum inverse scattering method with a matrix product representation
of the wavefunctions, the determinant representation of the wavefunctions is obtained. In
section 5, we establish the relation between the wavefunctions and the Grothendieck poly-
nomials. Combining the results in section 3 and 4, we derive the Cauchy identity and the
summation formula for Grothendieck polynomials. We give a formulation of the exact relax-
ation dynamics of the periodic TASEP for arbitrary initial condition in section 6. Section 7
is devoted to the conclusion of this paper.
2 One-parameter family of five vertex models
A key ingredient in constructing quantum integrable models is to find a solution of the relation
(RLL-relation)
Rµν(u, v)Lµj(u)Lνj(v) = Lνj(v)Lµj(u)Rµν(u, v) (2.1)
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holding in End(Wµ⊗Wν⊗Vj) for arbitrary u, v ∈ C. Here the matrix Rµν(u, v) ∈ End(Wµ⊗
Wν) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation
Rµν(u, v)Rµγ (u,w)Rνγ(v,w) = Rνγ(v,w)Rµγ (u,w)Rµν (u, v) (2.2)
and Lµj(u) is an operator acting on the space Wµ ⊗ Vj . By convention we call W and V the
auxiliary space and the quantum space, respectively.
In the following, we shall take both of the spaces W and V to be the two-dimensional
vector spacesW = V = C2 spanned by the “empty state” |0〉 = (10) and the “particle occupied
state” |1〉 = (01). (Note that Wµ (resp. Vj) denotes a copy of C2 spanned by the µth (resp.
jth) states |0〉µ and |1〉µ (resp. |0〉j and |1〉j)). One solution to the Yang-Baxter equation
(2.2) is the following R-matrix whose elements are the Boltzmann weights associated with a
five vertex model:
R(u, v) =

f(v, u) 0 0 0
0 0 g(v, u) 0
0 g(v, u) 1 0
0 0 0 f(v, u)
 (2.3)
with
f(v, u) =
u2
u2 − v2 , g(v, u) =
uv
u2 − v2 . (2.4)
As a solution of the RLL-relation (2.1) with the R-matrix (2.3), we find the following L-
operator L(u) ∈ End(C2 ⊗ C2) (see Appendix A for the detailed derivation):
Lµj(u) = usµsj + σ
−
µ σ
+
j + σ
+
µ σ
−
j + (αu− u−1)nµsj + αunµnj, (2.5)
where σ±, σz are the spin-1/2 Pauli matrices; s = (1 + σz)/2 and n = (1 − σz)/2 are the
projection operators onto the states |0〉 and |1〉, respectively. Note that the operators with
subscript µ (resp. j) act on the auxiliary (resp. quantum) space Wµ (resp. Vj). See also
Figure 1 for a pictorial description of the L-operator (2.5), which allows for an intuitive
understanding of the subsequent calculations.
The parameter α can be taken arbitrary1. In fact, the models at special points of α are
related to some physically interesting models. To see this, let us construct the monodromy
matrix T (u) by a product of L-operators:
Tµ(u) =
M∏
i=1
Lµj(u) (2.6)
which acts on Wµ⊗ (V1⊗· · ·⊗VM ). Tracing out the auxiliary space, one defines the transfer
matrix τ(u) ∈ End(V ⊗M ):
τ(u) = TrWµ Tµ(u). (2.7)
Thanks to the RLL-relation, the transfer matrix τ(u) mutually commutes, i.e.
[τ(u), τ(v)] = 0. (2.8)
1 Note that the parameter α is different from the parameter q of a quantum group Uq(sl2).
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Figure 1: The non-zero elements of the L-operator of the one-parameter family of five vertex
models (2.5). The L-operator is pictorially represented as two crossing arrows. The left (resp.
up) arrow represents an auxiliary space (resp. a quantum space). The indices 0 or 1 on the
left (resp. right) of the vertices denote the input (resp. output) states in the auxiliary space,
while those on the bottom (resp. top) denote the input (resp. output) states in the quantum
space.
After taking the logarithmic derivative of the transfer matrix with respect to the spectral
parameter, one obtains the quantum Hamiltonian which is, in general, non-Hermitian
H :=
M∑
j=1
{
ασ+j σ
−
j+1 +
1
4
(σzjσ
z
j+1 − 1)
}
=
1
2
√
α
∂
∂u
log
{(√
αu
)−M
τ(u)
}∣∣∣∣
u= 1√
α
. (2.9)
At α = 1, the L-operator is essentially the same with the R-matrix (2.3). In this case, the
quantum Hamiltonian H (2.9) can be interpreted as a stochastic matrix describing an irre-
versible interacting stochastic particle system called the totally asymmetric simple exclusion
process (TASEP) [15, 27] (see section 6, for details). On the other hand, in the limit α→∞,
this model is related to an irreversible noncollisional diffusion process (i.e. a vicious random
walker model): (H/α− 1)⊗N |α→∞ is nothing but a transition matrix describing the process
of N vicious random walkers. Finally, the L-operator at α = 0 reduces to the four vertex
model [16], and through the relation (2.9) it is related to the well-known Ising model.
The quantum integrability of the model (2.9) is easily understood by the commutativity
of the transfer matrix (2.8) and its Hamiltonian limit (2.9): the transfer matrix τ(u) is just
a generator of nontrivial conserved quantities.
In the next section, by means of the quantum inverse scattering method, we construct
state vectors of the Hamiltonian (2.9) (or equivalently, of the transfer matrix (2.7)), and
calculate their scalar products.
3 Scalar Products of state vectors
Here we construct a state vector of the integrable models defined in the preceding section by
using the quantum inverse scattering method (i.e the algebraic Bethe ansatz). The resultant
N -particle state |ψ({u}N )〉 is characterized by N unknown numbers uj ∈ C (1 ≤ j ≤ N),
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Figure 2: The diagrammatic representation of the elements of the monodromy matrix (3.1)
with the inhomogeneous parameters w1, . . . , wM .
which becomes an eigenstate of (2.9) (or (2.7)) if we choose the parameters {u}N as an arbi-
trary set of solutions of certain algebraic equation (i.e. the Bethe ansatz equation, see (3.7)).
Hereafter we call the eigenstates the on-shell states, while we call the states with arbitrary
complex values of {u}N the off-shell states. In this section, we construct the arbitrary off-shell
states and show that their scalar products can be expressed as a determinant form.
First let us consider the monodromy matrix:
Tµ(u, {w}) =
M∏
j=1
Lµj(u/wj) =
(
A(u, {w}) B(u, {w})
C(u, {w}) D(u, {w})
)
µ
. (3.1)
Here, for later convenience, we introduced the inhomogeneous parameters w1, . . . , wM ∈ C.
Taking the homogeneous limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤M), (2.6) is recovered:
T (u, {w})|w1=1,...,wM=1 = T (u). (3.2)
As in the above equation, hereafter we will omit {w} for the quantities in the homogeneous
limit (e.g. A(u) := A(u, {w})|w1=1,...,wM=1). The four elements of the monodromy matrix
A(u, {w}), etc. are the operators acting on the quantum space V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VM . The diagram-
matic representations of these four elements are given by Figure. 2.
Applying the RLL-relation (2.1) repeatedly, the following intertwining relation
Rµν(u, v)Tµ(u, {w})Tν (v, {w}) = Tν(v, {w})Tµ(u, {w})Rµν (u, v) (3.3)
follows. The relations listed below are obtained by the above equation, which play a key role
in the following calculations:
C(u, {w})B(v, {w}) = g(u, v) [A(u, {w})D(v, {w}) −A(v, {w})D(u, {w})] ,
A(u, {w})B(v, {w}) = f(u, v)B(v, {w})A(u, {w}) + g(v, u)B(u, {w})A(v, {w}),
D(u, {w})B(v, {w}) = f(v, u)B(v, {w})D(u, {w}) + g(u, v)B(u, {w})D(v, {w}),
[B(u, {w}), B(v, {w})] = [C(u, {w}), C(v, {w})] = 0. (3.4)
The transfer matrix τ(u, {w}) is then expressed as elements of the monodromy matrix:
τ(u, {w}) = TrWµ Tµ(u, {w}) = A(u, {w}) +D(u, {w}). (3.5)
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The arbitrary N -particle state |ψ({u}N , {w})〉 (resp. its dual 〈ψ({u}N , {w})|) (not nor-
malized) with N spectral parameters {u}N = {u1, u2, . . . , uN} is constructed by a multiple
action of B (resp. C) operator on the vacuum state |Ω〉 := |0M 〉 := |0〉1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0〉M (resp.
〈Ω| := 〈0M | := 1〈0| ⊗ · · · ⊗ M 〈0|):
|ψ({u}N , {w})〉 =
N∏
j=1
B(uj , {w})|Ω〉, 〈ψ({u}N , {w})| = 〈Ω|
N∏
j=1
C(uj, {w}). (3.6)
Due to the commutativity of the operators B or C (3.4), the states defined above (and also
their scalar products) do not depend on the order of the product of B or C.
By the standard procedure of the algebraic Bethe ansatz, we have the followings.
Proposition 3.1. The N -particle state |ψ({u}N , {w})〉 and its dual 〈ψ({u}N , {w}) become
an eigenstate (on-shell states) of the transfer matrix (3.5) when the set of parameters {u}N
satisfies the Bethe ansatz equation:
a(uj , {w})
d(uj , {w}) = −
N∏
k=1
f(uk, uj)
f(uj, uk)
, (3.7)
where
a(u, {w}) =
M∏
j=1
u
wj
, d(u, {w}) =
M∏
j=1
(
αu
wj
− wj
u
)
. (3.8)
Then the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix is given by
τ(u, {w}) = a(u, {w})
N∏
j=1
f(u, uj) + d(u, {w})
N∏
j=1
f(uj, u). (3.9)
The scalar product between the arbitrary off-shell state vectors, which is mainly consid-
ered in this section, is defined as
〈ψ({u}N , {w})|ψ({v}N , {w})〉 = 〈Ω|
N∏
j=1
C(uj, {w})
N∏
k=1
B(vk, {w})|Ω〉 (3.10)
with uj , vk ∈ C. In the homogeneous limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N), the following theorem is
known [15, 22, 41].
Theorem 3.2. The scalar product (3.10) in the homogeneous limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is
given by a determinant form:
〈ψ({u}N )|ψ({v}N )〉 =
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
(u2j − u2k)(v2k − v2j )
detNQ({u}N |{v}N ), (3.11)
where {u}N and {v}N are arbitrary sets of complex values (i.e. off-shell conditions), and Q
is an N ×N matrix with matrix elements
Q({u}N |{v}N )jk =
a(uj)d(vk)v
2(N−1)
k − a(vk)d(uj)u
2(N−1)
j
vk/uj − uj/vk . (3.12)
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Figure 3: The graphical representation of the intermediate scalar products (3.13) with inho-
mogeneous parameters {w}. The case n = N corresponds to the usual scalar product (3.10),
while the case n = 0 corresponds to the domain wall boundary partition function.
Here we will show the above determinant formula by utilizing a method recently developed
by Wheeler in the calculation of the scalar product of the spin-1/2 XXZ chain [25]. This
technique is based on the Izergin-Korepin procedure [20, 21], which is originally a method
to calculate the domain wall boundary partition function of the six vertex model [20, 21].
In contrast to the spin-1/2 XXZ chain, in our case there is no need to impose the Bethe
ansatz equation (i.e. on-shell condition) to show the determinant formula. In other words,
the determinant formula (3.11) is valid for arbitrary off-shell states.
What plays a fundamental role in this method is the following intermediate scalar products
(see also Figure 3 for a diagrammatic representation)
S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) = 〈0M−N+n1N−n|
n∏
j=1
C(uj, {w})
N∏
k=1
B(vk, {w})|Ω〉. (3.13)
The term “intermediate” stems from the fact that (3.13) interpolates the scalar product
(n = N) and the domain wall boundary partition function (n = 0). We have the following
lemma regarding the properties of the intermediate scalar product.
Lemma 3.3. The intermediate scalar product (3.13) S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) satisfies the follow-
ing properties.
1. S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) is symmetric with respect to the variables {w1, . . . , wM−N+n}.
2.
∏n
j=1 u
M+2n−2N−1
j S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) is a polynomial of degree M −N + n− 1 in u2n.
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3. The following recursive relations between the intermediate scalar products hold
S({u}n|{v}N |{w})|un=±α−1/2wM−N+n
= αN−n−(M−1)/2(±1)M−1w
M
M+n−N∏M
j=1wj
S({u}n−1|{v}N |{w}). (3.14)
4. The case n = 0 of the intermediate scalar products has the following form:
S({u}0|{v}N |{w}) = αN(N−1)/2
N∏
j=1
M−N∏
k=1
(
αvj
wk
− wk
vj
) ∏N
j=1 v
N−1
j∏M
j=M−N+1w
N−1
j
. (3.15)
Proof. Property 1 follows from the RLL-relation
R˜jk(wj/wk)Lµk(u/wk)Lµj(u/wj) = Lµj(u/wj)Lµk(u/wk)R˜jk(wj/wk) (3.16)
holding in End(Wµ ⊗ Vj ⊗ Vk). Here R˜ is given by
R˜(u) =

u 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 α(u− u−1) 0
0 0 0 u
 , (3.17)
which intertwines the L-operators acting on a common auxiliary space (but acting on different
quantum spaces). Note the usual RLL-relation (3.16) intertwines the L-operators acting on a
same quantum space but acting on different auxiliary spaces. The above RLL-relation (3.17)
allows one to construct the monodromy matrix as a product of the L-operators acting on
the same quantum space (see also the next section), and rewriting the intermediate scalar
products in terms of the resultant monodromy matrices makes one see Property 1 holds.
Property 2 can be shown by inserting the completeness relation into the intermediate
scalar products (see Figure 4 for a graphical interpretation)
S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) = 〈0M−N+n1N−n|
n∏
j=1
C(uj , {w})
N∏
k=1
B(vk, {w})|Ω〉
=
M−N+n∑
k=1
〈0M−N+n1N−n|C(un, {w})|0k−110M−N+n−k1N−n〉
× 〈0k−110M−N+n−k1N−n|
n−1∏
j=1
C(uj, {w})
N∏
k=1
B(vk, {w})|Ω〉, (3.18)
and noting the factor containing un is calculated as
〈0M−N+n1N−n|C(un, {w})|0k−110M−N+n−k1N−n〉
=
αN−nuN−n+k−1n∏k−1
j=1 wj
∏M
j=M−N+n+1wj
M−N+n∏
j=k+1
(
αun
wj
− wj
un
)
. (3.19)
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(Fig. 3) =
M−N+n
k=1
Figure 4: The intermediate scalar products where the completeness relation is inserted (3.18).
Note the parameter un comes only from the top row.
Property 3 can be obtained by setting un = ±α−1/2wM−N+n in (3.18), or can be directly
observed by its graphical representation (Figure 5) that the top row is completely frozen.
Property 4 can be shown by noting that all the internal states are frozen (Figure 6), and
reading out and multiplying all the weights of the L-operators to find (3.15).
Lemma 3.4. The properties in Lemma 3.3 uniquely determine the intermediate scalar prod-
uct (3.13).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 0, by Property 4 the assertion is trivial.
Assume by induction that the assertion holds for n − 1. Taking into account Property 1,
one finds that Property 3 gives values of
∏n
j=1 u
M+2n−2N−1
j S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) at M − N +
n distinct points of u2n. By this together with Property 2, S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) is uniquely
determined. Thus the assertion holds for n.
Due to Lemma 3.4, the following determinant representation for the intermediate scalar
product is valid.
Theorem 3.5. The intermediate scalar product S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) (3.13) has the following
determinant form:
S({u}n|{v}N |{w}) =
∏
M−N+n+1≤j<k≤M
1
w2j − w2k
∏
1≤j<k≤n
1
u2j − u2k
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
v2k − v2j
× detNQ({u}n|{v}N |{w}) (3.20)
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Figure 5: The graphical representation of the recursive relation (3.14). We can see that the
top row is frozen by setting the spectral parameter un to un = ±α−1/2wM−N+n.
with an N ×N matrix Q({u}n|{v}N |{w}) whose matrix elements are given by
Q({u}n|{v}N |{w})jk
=

a(uj , {w})d(vk , {w})v2(N−1)k − a(vk, {w})d(uj , {w})u2(N−1)j
(vk/uj − uj/vk)
M∏
l=M−N+n+1
(u2j − α−1w2l )
, (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
v
2(N−1)
k
M∏
l=1
l 6=M−N+j
(
αvk
wl
− wl
vk
)
, (n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ N)
.
(3.21)
Proof. We can directly see that the determinant formula (3.20) satisfies all the properties
in Lemma 3.3. To show Property 2, we just use the fact that the singularities u2n = u
2
j
(1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1) in the prefactor, and u2n = α−1w2j (M − N + n + 1 ≤ j ≤ M) and u2n = v2j
(1 ≤ j ≤ n) in elements of the determinant are removal. For Property 4, we utilize the
Cauchy determinant formula to obtain
detN

(
α1/2vk
wM−N+j
− wM−N+j
α1/2vk
)−1 =
∏
M−N+1≤j<k≤M
(
wj
wk
− wk
wj
) ∏
1≤j<k≤N
(
vk
vj
− vj
vk
)
N∏
j=1
M∏
k=M−N+1
(
α1/2vj
wk
− wk
α1/2vj
) .
(3.22)
Finally due to Lemma 3.4, the determinant formula (3.20) holds.
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Figure 6: The intermediate scalar products (3.15) for n = 0, which corresponds to the
domain wall boundary partition function. One sees all the internal states are frozen when
the boundary states are fixed to the configuration in the figure.
Corollary 3.6. Taking n = N in (3.20) yields the determinant representation of the scalar
product for the five vertex model with inhomogeneous parameters (3.10):
〈ψ({u}N , {w})|ψ({v}N , {w})〉 =
∏
1≤j<k≤n
1
(u2j − u2k)(v2k − v2j )
detNQ({u}N |{v}N |{w}) (3.23)
with
Q({u}N |{v}N |{w})jk =
a(uj , {w})d(vk , {w})v2(N−1)k − a(vk, {w})d(uj , {w})u2(N−1)j
vk/uj − uj/vk . (3.24)
Further taking the homogeneous limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ n) yields (3.11) in Theorem 3.5.
The state vectors |ψ({u}N )〉 and 〈ψ({u}N )| become the energy eigenstates of (6.3), when
an arbitrary set of solutions {u}N to the Bethe ansatz equation (3.7) in the homogeneous
limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is substituted into the state vectors. Then we have the following
corollary regarding the norm of the eigenstates.
Corollary 3.7. The norm of the eigenstates in the homogeneous limit wj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
is given by
〈ψ({u}N )|ψ({u}N )〉 =
N∏
j=1
u
2(M+N−1)
j
N∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
1
u2j − u2k
detN Q˜({u}N ) (3.25)
with
Q˜jk({u}N ) = −1 +
αN + (M −N)u−2j
α− u−2j
δjk. (3.26)
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By use of Sylvester’s determinant theorem, the determinant in the above further reduces to
detN Q˜ =
N∏
j=1
αN + (M −N)u−2j
α− u−2j
1− N∑
j=1
α− u−2j
αN + (M −N)u−2j
 . (3.27)
4 Wavefunctions
In this section, we compute the overlap between an arbitrary off-shell N -particle state
|ψ({u}N )〉 and the (normalized) state with an arbitrary particle configuration |x1 · · · xN 〉
(x1 < · · · < xN ), where xj denotes the positions of the particles. Namely here we evalu-
ate the wavefunction 〈x1 · · · xN |ψ({u}N )〉 and its dual 〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉. One finds these
quantities are crucial to describe physically interesting phenomena such as the relaxation
dynamics as in Section 6, because the state |ψ({u})N 〉 becomes an eigenstate of the Hamil-
tonian (2.9) (correspondingly 〈x1 . . . xN |ψ({u}N )〉 becomes an energy eigenfunction), if we
choose {u}N as an arbitrary set of solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation (see Proposi-
tion 3.1 and Section 6 for details). Here and in what follows, we consider the homogeneous
case w1 = 1, . . . , wM = 1, and as noted in the previous section we omit {w} as in (3.2).
The main results in this section are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The wavefunctions can be written as the following determinant formulae:
〈x1 · · · xN |ψ({v}N )〉 =
∏N
j=1 v
M−1
j (αv
2
j − 1)−1∏
1≤j<k≤N(v
2
k − v2j )
detN (v
2k
j (α− v−2j )xk), (4.1)
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 · · · xN 〉 =
∏N
j=1(αuj − u−1j )Mu2N−1j∏
1≤j<k≤N(u
2
j − u2k)
detN (u
−2k
j (α− u−2j )−xk), (4.2)
where
〈x1 . . . xN | = 〈Ω|
N∏
j=1
σ+xj , |x1 . . . xN 〉 =
N∏
j=1
σ−xj |Ω〉, (4.3)
and {v}N and {u}N are sets of arbitrary complex parameters.
The strategy to show Theorem 4.1 is as follows. We first rewrite the wavefunctions into
a matrix product form, following [27]. The matrix product form can be expressed as a
determinant with some overall factor which remains to be calculated. The information of the
particle configuration {x1, x2, . . . , xN} is encoded in the determinant. On the other hand, the
overall factor is independent of the particle positions, and therefore we can determine this
factor by considering the specific configuration: we explicitly calculate it with the help of the
result for the overlap of the consecutive configuration (i.e. xj = j) obtained in [30, 31].
Let us begin to compute the wavefunctions. We consider (4.2) first. The proof of (4.1)
can be done in a similar way. First we shall rewrite the wavefunction 〈ψ({u}N |x1 . . . xN 〉 into
the matrix product representation. With the help of graphical description, one finds that the
wavefunction can be written as
〈Ω|
N∏
j=1
C(uj)|x1 . . . xN 〉 = TrW⊗N
〈Ω| N∏
µ=1
Tµ(uµ)|x1 · · · xN 〉P
 , (4.4)
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Figure 7: The elements A({u}n) and B({u}n) of the monodromy matrix Tj({u}n) (4.6).
where P = |0N 〉〈1N | is an operator acting on the tensor product of auxiliary spaces W1 ⊗
· · · ⊗WN . The trace here is also over the auxiliary spaces. Due to the commutativity of the
operators B or C (3.4), the wavefunctions do not depend on the order of the product of B
or C. In other words, the wavefunctions are symmetric with respect to the parameters {u}N
or {v}N . Changing the viewpoint of the products of the monodromy matrices, we have
N∏
µ=1
Tµ(uµ) =
M∏
j=1
Tj({u}N ), (4.5)
where Tj({u}N ) :=
∏N
µ=1 Lµj(uµ) ∈ End(W⊗N⊗Vj) can be regarded as a monodromy matrix
consisting of L-operators acting on the same quantum space Vj (but acting on different
auxiliary spaces). The monodromy matrix is decomposed as
Tj({u}N ) :=
(AN({u}N ) BN ({u}N )
CN ({u}N ) DN ({u}N )
)
j
, (4.6)
where the elements (AN , etc.) act on W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗WN . The wavefunction (4.4) can then be
rewritten by Tj({u}N ) as
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉 = TrW⊗N
〈Ω| M∏
j=1
Tj({u}N )|x1 · · · xN 〉P

= TrW⊗N
[
AM−xNN BNA
xN−xN−1−1
N . . .BNAx2−x1−1N BNAx1−1N P
]
. (4.7)
In Figure 7, we depict the elements An({u}n) and Bn({u}n) of the monodromy matrix
Tj({u}n), which explicitly appear in (4.7).
For these operators, one finds the following recursive relations:
An+1({u}n+1) = An({u}n)⊗
(
un+1 0
0 αun+1 − u−1n+1
)
+ Bn({u}n)⊗
(
0 1
0 0
)
, (4.8)
Bn+1({u}n+1) = An({u}n)⊗
(
0 0
1 0
)
+ Bn({u}n)⊗
(
0 0
0 αun+1
)
(4.9)
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Figure 8: The graphical description of the recursive relation for the element An({u}n) (see
(4.8)).
with the initial condition
A1 =
(
u1 0
0 αu1 − u−11
)
, B1 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (4.10)
See Figure 8 for a graphical description of the recursion relation for the operator An({u}n).
By using the recursive relations (4.8) and (4.9), one sees that these operators satisfy the
following simple algebra.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a decomposition of Bn : Bn =
∑n
j=1 B(j)n such that the following
algebraic relations hold for An and B(j)n :
B(j)n An =
uj
αuj − u−1j
AnB(j)n , (4.11)
(B(j)n )2 = 0, (4.12)
(αu2j − 1)B(j)n B(k)n = −(αu2k − 1)B(k)n B(j)n , (j 6= k). (4.13)
Proof. This can be shown by induction on n. For n = 1, from (4.10) A1 is diagonal and one
directly sees that the relations are valid. For n, we assume that An is diagonalizable and
write the corresponding diagonal matrix as An = G
−1
n AnGn. Also writing Bn = G−1n BnGn
and Bn =
∑n
j=1 B
(j)
n , and noting the algebraic relations above do not depend on the choice
of basis, we suppose by the induction hypothesis that the same relations are satisfied by An
and B
(j)
n .
Now we shall show that they also hold for n+1. To this end, first we construct Gn+1. Not-
ing from (4.8) that An+1 is an upper triangular block matrix whose block diagonal elements
are written in terms of An, we assume that Gn+1 is written as
Gn+1 =
(
Gn GnHn
0 Gn
)
, (4.14)
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where 2n × 2n matrix Hn remains to be determined. Using the induction hypothesis for n,
one obtains
G−1n+1An+1Gn+1 =
(
un+1An un+1AnHn + Bn − (αun+1 − u−1n+1)HnAn
0 (αun+1 − u−1n+1)An
)
. (4.15)
The above matrix is guaranteed to be diagonal when
Bn = (αun+1 − u−1n+1)HnAn − un+1AnHn. (4.16)
Utilizing the above relation and recalling An and B
(j)
n satisfy the relation same as that in
(4.11), one finds
Hn = A
−1
n
n∑
j=1
(αuj − u−1j )
u−1j un+1 − uju−1n+1
B
(j)
n . (4.17)
One thus obtains the diagonal matrix An+1:
An+1 =
(
un+1An 0
0 (αun+1 − u−1n+1)An
)
. (4.18)
The remaining task is to derive B
(j)
n+1 and to prove the relations (4.11)–(4.13) hold for n+1.
Combining (4.9), (4.14) and (4.17), and also inserting the relations (4.12) and (4.13), one
arrives at Bn+1 =
∑n+1
j=1 B
(j)
n+1 where
B
(j)
n+1 =

1
uju
−1
n+1 − u−1j un+1
(
ujB
(j)
n 0
0 u−1j (1− αu2n+1)B(j)n
)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
(
0 0
An 0
)
for j = n+ 1
. (4.19)
Finally recalling that An and B
(j)
n are supposed to satisfy the relations (4.11)–(4.13) and using
the explicit form of An+1 (4.18) and B
(j)
n+1 (4.19), one sees they satisfy the same algebraic
relations as those in (4.11)–(4.13) for n+ 1.
Due to the algebraic relations (4.11) and (4.12) in Lemma 4.2, the matrix product form
for the wavefunction (4.7) can be rewritten as
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉 =
∑
σ∈SN
N∏
j=1
u
−2(M−N)
σ(j)
(
αu2σ(j) − 1
)M−N+j
u−2jσ(j)
(
α− u−2σ(j)
)−xj
× TrW⊗N
[
B(σ(N))N . . .B(σ(1))N AM−NN P
]
, (4.20)
where Sn is the symmetric group of order N . Using (4.13) to arrange the order of the matrix
product B(σ(N))N . . .B(σ(1))N in the canonical order B(N)N . . .B(1)N yields the following determinant
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form:
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉 = K
∑
σ∈Sn
(−1)σ
N∏
j=1
u−2jσ(j)
(
α− u−2σ(j)
)−xj
= KdetN
[
u−2kj
(
α− u−2j
)−xk]
, (4.21)
where the prefactor K given below remains to be determined:
K =
N∏
j=1
(
αu2j − 1
)M−N+j
u
−2(M−N)
j TrW⊗N
[
B(N)N . . .B(1)N AM−NN P
]
. (4.22)
In (4.21), we notice that the information of the particle configuration {x1, x2, . . . , xN} is
encoded in the determinant, while the overall factor K is independent of the configuration.
This fact allows us to determine the factor K by evaluating the overlap for a particular particle
configuration. In fact, the overlaps for some particular cases can be directly evaluated as in
[30, 31]. For instance, we find the following explicit expression for the case xj = j (1 ≤ j ≤ n):
〈ψ({u}N )|12 . . . N〉 = αN(N−1)/2
N∏
j=1
uN−1j (αuj − u−1j )M−N , (4.23)
which can be evaluated with the help of its graphical description, just in the same way with
the n = 0 case in the intermediate scalar products (3.15). Comparison of (4.23) with (4.21)
for xj = j (1 ≤ j ≤ N) determines the desired prefactor K:
K =
∏N
j=1(αuj − u−1j )Mu2N−1j∏
1≤j<k≤1(u
2
j − u2k)
, (4.24)
where we have used the Vandermonde determinant detN (x
N−k
j ) =
∏
1≤j<k≤N(xj − xk) to
evaluate the determinant in (4.21) for the case xj = j (1 ≤ j ≤ N). Insertion of the result of
K into (4.21) yields (4.2).
We can also evaluate the dual expression (4.1) in the similar manner. In this case the
corresponding matrix product representation is given by
〈x1 . . . xN |ψ({u}N )〉 = TrW⊗N
[
AM−xNN CNA
xN−xN−1−1
N . . . CNAx2−x1−1N CNAx1−1N Q
]
, (4.25)
where CN is an element of the monodromy matrix defined in (4.6) and Q is a projection
operator Q = |1N 〉〈0N | acting on W1⊗· · ·⊗WN (cf. (4.4) and (4.7)). The algebraic relations
satisfied by the operators A and C are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. There exists a decomposition of Cn: Cn =
∑n
j=1 C(j)n such that the following
algebraic relations hold for An and C(j)n :
AnC(j)n =
uj
αuj − u−1j
C(j)n An, (4.26)
(C(j)n )2 = 0, (4.27)
(αu2k − 1)C(j)n C(k)n = −(αu2j − 1)C(k)n C(j)n , (j 6= k). (4.28)
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According to Lemma 4.3 and the explicit expression for the wavefunction
〈12 . . . N |ψ({u}N )〉 = αN(N−1)/2
N∏
j=1
uM−1j , (4.29)
the matrix product representation of the overlap (4.25) reduces to the determinant expression
given in (4.1).
Example 4.4. The wavefunction (4.2) for the configuration xj = 2j − 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is
obtained as follows.
〈Ω|
N∏
j=1
C(uj)|x1 · · · xN 〉 =
∏N
j=1(αuj − u−1j )Mu2N−1j∏
1≤j<k≤N(u
2
j − u2k)
detN
[
u−2kj (α− u−2j )−(2k−1)
]
=
∏N
j=1(αuj − u−1j )M−2N+1u2N−2j∏
1≤j<k≤N(u
2
j − u2k)
detN
[
(αuj − u−1j )2(N−k)
]
=
N∏
j=1
(αuj − u−1j )M−2N+1
∏
1≤j<k≤N
(α2u2ju
2
k − 1). (4.30)
From the second line to the third line we used the property of the Vandermonde determinant.
The formula (4.30) for α = 1 and M = 2N recovers our former result [31] originally obtained
by the Izergin-Korepin approach, i.e., deriving and solving recursive relations between differ-
ent sizes of the overlap.
Finally let us show the following summation formulae for the wavefunctions.
Theorem 4.5. The off-shell wavefunction 〈x1 · · · xN |ψ({v}N )〉 (4.1) satisfies the following
summation formula:
∑
1≤x1···≤xN≤M
αMN−
∑N
j=1 xj〈x1 · · · xN |ψ({v}N )〉 =
N∏
j=1
vM+1j
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
v2k − v2j
detNV, (4.31)
where V is an N ×N matrix with the elements are
Vjk =
j−1∑
m=0
(−1)mαM−m
(
M
m
)
v
−2(m−j+1)
k (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1),
VNk = −
M∑
m=max(N−1,1)
(−1)mαM−m
(
M
m
)
v
−2(m−N+1)
k . (4.32)
While the dual off-shell wavefunction 〈ψ({u}N )|x1 · · · xN 〉 (4.2) satisfies the following.
∑
1≤x1···xN≤N
α
∑N
j=1 xj−N 〈ψ({u}N )|x1 · · · xN 〉 =
N∏
j=1
uM+1j
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
u2j − u2k
detN V˜ (4.33)
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with an N ×N matrix V˜ whose elements are given by
V˜jk =
N−j∑
m=0
(−1)mαM−m
(
M
m
)
u
−2(m+j−N)
k (2 ≤ j ≤ N),
V˜1k = −
M∑
m=max(N−1,1)
(−1)mαM−m
(
M
m
)
u
−2(m−N+1)
k . (4.34)
Proof. By the graphical description, it can be easily shown that
〈Ω| lim
uj→∞
N∏
j=1
u−M+1j C(uj) =
∑
1≤x1···xN≤M
αMN−
∑N
j=1 xj〈x1 · · · xN |,
lim
vj→∞
N∏
j=1
v−M+1j B(vj)|Ω〉 =
∑
1≤x1···xN≤M
α
∑N
j=1 xj−N |x1 · · · xM 〉. (4.35)
By substituting them into the determinant representation of the scalar product (3.11), one
sees that the resultant expressions coincide with (4.31) and (4.33). Here the limiting pro-
cedure uj → ∞ and vj → ∞ for 1 ≤ j ≤ N in the scalar product (3.11) can be taken by
expanding d(uj) = (uj−αu−1j )M and d(vk) = (vk−αv−1k )M in the numerator of the elements
for the determinant (3.12), dividing the numerator by the denominator and then making use
of the formula:
lim
uj→u
detN [Φ(uj , vk)]∏
1≤j<k≤N(uk − uj)
= detN
[
1
(j − 1)!
(
∂
∂u
)j−1
Φ(u, vk)
]
, (4.36)
where Φ(u, v) is (N − 1)-times differentiable functions of u.
Setting α = 1, one finds that (4.31) and (4.33) recover the formula obtained in [15]2.
5 Grothendieck polynomials and Cauchy identity
The wavefunctions (4.1) and (4.2) play a key role to analyze physically interesting quantities
such as Green functions. Because the operators B (or C) in (3.4) mutually commute, the
wavefunctions (and the corresponding Green functions) can be described by some symmetric
polynomials of {v}N (or {u}N ). In this section, we show that the wavefunctions for generic
value of α are written as Grothendieck polynomial which is a one-parameter deformation of
Schur polynomial. Combining the completeness relation and the determinant form of the
scalar product (3.11), one obtains the Cauchy identity of the Grothendieck polynomials.
Let us first define the Grothendieck polynomials.
Definition 5.1. The Grothendieck polynomial is defined to be the following determinant
[18]:
Gλ(z;β) =
detN (z
λk+N−k
j (1 + βzj)
k−1)∏
1≤j<k≤N(zj − zk)
, (5.1)
2Note that there exists a misprint in the index of the summation of the elements of the determinant
corresponding to (4.34)
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where z = {z1, . . . , zN} is a set of variables and λ denotes a Young diagram λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λN )
with weakly decreasing nonnegative integers λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0. For our purpose, we
further define the “dual” Grothendieck polynomial (we discuss the orthogonality of the orig-
inal and the dual Grothendieck polynomials later)
Gλ(z;β) =
detN (z
λk+N−k
j (1 + βz
−1
j )
1−k)∏
1≤j<k≤N(zj − zk)
. (5.2)
The Grothendieck polynomial (5.1) and its dual version (5.2) can be regarded as a one-
parameter deformation of the Schur polynomial, since they reduce to the Schur polynomial
sλ(z) by taking the parameter β to be zero:
Gλ(z; 0) = Gλ(z; 0) = sλ(z). (5.3)
The Grothendieck polynomial was originally introduced in [17] as polynomial representatives
of Schubert classes in the Grothendieck ring of the flag manifold. From its origin, there are
geometric studies [32, 33] related to Schubert calculus, and also combinatorial ones [34, 35, 36]
as they are some classes of symmetric polynomials. However, it was shown very recently
[18, 19] that Grothendieck polynomials can be expressed in the determinant from (5.1) (they
moreover extended the determinant representation to factorial Grothendieck polynomials [37]
originally defined in terms of set-valued semi-standard tableaux). We take the determinant
form (5.1) as the definition of the Grothendieck polynomials in this paper.
Noticing that there exists one-to-one correspondence between the particle configuration
{x1, . . . , xN} (1 ≤ x1 < · · · < xN ≤M) and the Young diagram λ = (λ1, . . . , λN ) ⊆ (M−N)N
(which means M −N ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λN ≥ 0), i.e. λj = xN−j+1 −N + j − 1, one finds that
the wavefunctions (4.1) and (4.2) can be expressed as Grothendieck polynomials (5.1).
Lemma 5.2. By inserting the relation λj = xN−j+1 −N + j − 1 and setting
zj = α− v−2j , y−1j = α− u−2j , β = −1/α, (5.4)
the wavefunctions (4.1) and (4.2) can, respectively, be expressed as the Grothendieck polyno-
mials (5.1) and its dual version (5.2):
〈x1 . . . xN |ψ({v}N )〉 = αN(N−1)/2
N∏
j=1
vM−1j Gλ(z;β),
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉 = αN(N−1)/2
N∏
j=1
uM−1j y
−M+N
j (1 + βy
−1
j )
N−1Gλ(y;β). (5.5)
The Cauchy identity holding for the Schur polynomials can be extended to that for the
Grothendieck polynomials.
Theorem 5.3. The following identity holds true for the Grothendieck polynomials (5.1) and
(5.2). ∑
λ⊆(M−N)N
Gλ(z;β)Gλ(y;β)
=
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
(zj − zk)(yj − yk)detN
[
(zjyk)
M − {(1 + βzj)/(1 + βy−1k )}N−1
zjyk − 1
]
. (5.6)
The usual Cauchy identity holding for the Schur polynomials is recovered by taking β = 0.
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Proof. First, substituting the completeness relation, one decomposes the scalar product as
〈ψ({u}N )|ψ({v}N )〉 =
∑
1≤x1<···<xN≤M
〈ψ({u}N )|x1 . . . xN 〉〈x1 . . . xN |ψ({v}N )〉. (5.7)
Then substituting the determinant representation for the scalar product (3.11) into the RHS
of the above and utilizing the relations in Lemma 5.2 yields the one-parameter deformation
of the Cauchy identity (5.6).
Taking M →∞, one has the following identity.
Corollary 5.4.
∑
λ
Gλ(z;β)Gλ(y;β) =
N∏
j=1
(
1 + βzj
1 + βy−1j
)N−1 N∏
j,k=1
1
1− zjyk , (5.8)
where the sum is over all Young diagram of shape λ = (λ1, . . . , λN ). Taking β = 0, the
well-known Cauchy identity for the Schur functions is recovered∑
λ
sλ(z)sλ(y) =
N∏
j,k=1
1
1− zjyk . (5.9)
We also list the summation formulae for the Grothendieck polynomials, which are obtained
by inserting (5.5) into (4.31) and (4.33).
Theorem 5.5. The following summation formula is valid for the Grothendieck polynomials
(5.1). ∑
λ⊆(M−N)N
(−β)
∑N
j=1 λjGλ(z;β) =
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
zk − zj
detNV
(M) (5.10)
with an N ×N matrix V (M) whose matrix elements are
V
(M)
jk =
j−1∑
m=0
(−1)m(−β)j−N
(
M
m
)
(1 + βzk)
m−j+N−1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1),
V
(M)
Nk = −
M∑
m=max(N−1,1)
(−1)m
(
M
m
)
(1 + βzk)
m−1. (5.11)
While the dual Grothendieck polynomials (5.2) satisfy∑
λ⊆(M−N)N
(−β)−
∑N
j=1 λjGλ(y;β) =
N∏
j=1
yM−1j
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
yk − yj
detN V˜
(M), (5.12)
where an V˜ (M) is an N ×N matrix whose elements are given by
V˜
(M)
jk =
N−j∑
m=0
(−1)m(−β)−j+1−M+N
(
M
m
)
(1 + βy−1k )
m+j−N−1 (2 ≤ j ≤ N),
V˜
(M)
1k = −
M∑
m=max(N−1,1)
(−1)m(−β)−M+N
(
M
m
)
(1 + βy−1k )
m−N . (5.13)
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Finally, we discuss the orthogonality of the Grothendieck polynomials and dual Grothendieck
polynomials. We now impose the periodic boundary condition on the model, i.e., suppose
that the spectral parameters {z}N satisfy the Bethe ansatz equations
(1 + βzk)
N + (−1)NzMk
N∏
j=1
(1 + βzj) = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ N). (5.14)
We insert into 〈x1 · · · xN |x′1 · · · x′N 〉 =
∏N
j=1 δxjx′j the completeness of Bethe states
I =
∑
{u}N
|ψ({u}N )〉〈ψ({u}N )|
〈ψ({u}N )|ψ({u}N )〉 , (5.15)
where the summation is over all of the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations. We have
∑
{u}N
〈x1 · · · xN |ψ({u}N )〉〈ψ({u}N )|x′1 · · · x′N 〉
〈ψ({u}N )|ψ({u}N )〉 =
N∏
j=1
δxjx′j , (5.16)
which, with the use of the expressions (3.25) and (5.5), can be translated to the following
orthogonality relation between the Grothendieck polynomials and the dual Grothendieck
polynomials.
Theorem 5.6. The following orthogonality relation between the Grothendieck polynomials
and the dual Grothendieck polynomials holds.∑
{z}N
w({z}N )Gλ(z−1;β)Gµ(z;β) = δλµ, (5.17)
where the summation is over the all of the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation (5.14), and
the weight w({z}N ) given by
w({z}N ) =
(
1 +
N∑
j=1
βzj
M + (M −N)βzj
)−1 N∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
(zj − zk)
N∏
j=1
z1−Nj (1 + βzj)
M + (M −N)βzj . (5.18)
Corollary 5.7. Setting β = 0 and taking the limit M → ∞ yields well-known orthogonal
relation for the Schur polynomials (see [39] for example):
1
(2pii)NN !
∮
|z1|=1
· · ·
∮
|zN |=1
N∏
j=1
dzjsλ(z
−1)sµ(z)
N∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
(zj − zk)
N∏
j=1
z−Nj = δλµ. (5.19)
Proof. Setting β = 0 and using the relation (5.3), one finds that (5.17) reduces to
∑
{z}N
sλ(z
−1)sµ(z)
N∏
j=1
zj
M
N∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
(zj − zk)
N∏
j=1
z−Nj = δλµ. (5.20)
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From the Bethe ansatz equation (5.16) for β = 0, one observes that the roots are located on
the unit circle in the complex plane: zj = exp(2piiIj/M) where Ij ∈ Z (Ij ∈ (2Z + 1)/2) for
N ∈ 2Z + 1 (N ∈ 2Z) and 0 ≤ I1 < I2 < · · · < IN ≤M − 1. Recalling the sum in the above
is taken over all the sets of the solutions, and ignoring the order of {zj}, we can rewrite the
sum as the multiple integrals:
lim
M→∞
∑
{z}N
N∏
j=1
zj
M
= lim
M→∞
∑
{z}N
N∏
j=1
e2piiIj/M
M
=
1
(2pii)NN !
∮
|z1|=1
· · ·
∮
|zN |=1
N∏
j=1
dzj. (5.21)
Inserting this limiting procedure into (5.20), one arrives at (5.19).
6 Totally asymmetric simple exclusion process
In the previous sections, we have evaluated the arbitrary off-shell wavefunctions for the
one-parameter family of the five vertex model by making use of the matrix product rep-
resentations. The most significant is that the resultant determinant representation of the
wavefunctions can be expressed by Grothendieck polynomials which is a one-parameter de-
formation of Schur polynomials. As mentioned in Section 2, the five vertex model includes
several physically interesting models. As an application of the results obtained in the previous
sections, we consider the TASEP and formulate the relaxation dynamics.
The TASEP is a stochastic interacting particle system consisting of biased random walkers
obeying the exclusion principle, whose dynamics can be formulated as follows. We consider
the N -particle system on the periodic lattice with M sites. By the exclusion rule, each site
can be occupied by at most one particle. The dynamical rule of the TASEP is: during the
time interval dt, a particle at a site j jumps to the (j + 1)th site with probability dt, if
the (j + 1)th site is vacant. The probability of being in the (normalized) state |x1 · · · xN 〉 is
denoted as Pt(x1, . . . , xN ). Then the arbitrary states can be written as
|ϕ(t)〉 =
∑
1≤x1<···<xN≤M
Pt(x1, . . . , xN )|x1 · · · xN 〉. (6.1)
Note that the probability is given as the amplitude of each state, which is in contrast to
the quantum mechanics where the probability is given by the squared magnitude of the
amplitude. The time evolution of the state vector is subject to the master equation
d
dt
|ϕ(t)〉 = H|ϕ(t)〉. (6.2)
Here the stochastic matrix H of the TASEP is given by (2.9) for the case α = 1:
H =
M∑
j=1
{
σ+j σ
−
j+1 +
1
4
(σzjσ
z
j+1 − 1)
}
. (6.3)
The eigenvalue spectrum of the stochastic matrix (6.3) can be calculated by the Bethe ansatz
method [14, 15, 22, 38] as formulated in Section 3. Namely taking the logarithmic derivative of
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the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix (3.9) according to (2.9), and setting wj = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤M),
α = 1 and zj = 1− u−2j (1 ≤ j ≤ N), one obtains
H(z) = −N +
N∑
j=1
z−1j , (6.4)
where the parameters {z}N must satisfy the Bethe ansatz equation (3.7). Explicitly it reads
z−Mk (1− zk)N = (−1)N−1
N∏
j=1
(1− zj) (1 ≤ k ≤ N). (6.5)
The state vector |ψ(z)〉 (resp. 〈ψ(z)|) defined by setting u−2j = 1 − zj in |ψ({u}N )〉 (resp.
〈ψ({u}N )|) becomes an energy eigenstate of (6.3), when we choose the set of parameters z
as an arbitrary set of solutions of (6.5). Then the norm of the eigenstate is given by (3.25)
after setting α = 1 and u−2j = 1− zj .
The Green functions Gt(x′|x) which is the probability that the particles starting at initial
positions x = {x1, . . . , xN} (1 ≤ x1 < · · · < xN ≤ M) arrive at positions x′ = {x′1, . . . , x′N}
(1 ≤ x′1 < · · · < x′N ≤M) at time t is given by solving the master equation (6.2):
Gt(x′|x) = 〈x′1 · · · x′N |eHt|x1 · · · xN 〉. (6.6)
Utilizing the results in the previous section, one finds that the Green function can be written
in terms of the Grothendieck polynomials.
Proposition 6.1. The Green function Gt(x′|x) of the TASEP whose stochastic matrix is
given by (6.3) is expressed as the Grothendieck polynomials (5.1) and (5.2) with β = −1/α =
−1:
Gt(x′|x) =
∑
z
Gµ(z;−1)Gλ(z−1;−1)∑
γ⊆(M−N)N Gγ(z;−1)Gγ(z−1;−1)
eH(z)t, (6.7)
where λ = (λ1, . . . , λN ) and µ = (µ1, . . . , µN ) denote Young diagram characterized by the
initial and final positions: λj = xN−j+1−N+j−1 and µj = x′N−j+1−N+j−1, respectively.
The arguments of the Grothendieck polynomials z = {z1, . . . , zN} and z−1 = {z−11 , . . . , z−1N }
are expressed as the solutions to the Bethe ansatz equation (6.5). The summation is over all
the sets of the solutions to the Bethe ansatz equation.
Proof. Substituting the resolution of the identity operator into (6.6), we have
Gt(x′|x) =
∑
z
〈x′1 · · · x′N |ψ(z)〉〈ψ(z)|x1 · · · xN 〉
〈ψ(z)|ψ(z)〉 e
H(z)t, (6.8)
where the parameters z = {z1, . . . , zn} are the solutions to the Bethe ansatz equation (6.5)
and the summation is over all the sets of the solutions. Finally utilizing the expression of the
wavefunctions (5.5) and the deformed Cauchy identity (5.6), one arrives at (6.7).
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Let us check the validity of (6.8) for the steady state. After infinite time, the system will
relax to the steady state |SN 〉:
|SN 〉 =
(
M
N
)−1 ∑
1≤x1<···<xN≤M
|x1 · · · xN 〉. (6.9)
Up to some overall factor, the steady state corresponds to the zero-energy state |ψ({u}N )〉
with uj = ∞ (1 ≤ j ≤ N). Due to the Perron-Frobenius theorem, all the energy spectrum
except for the unique zero eigenvalue must have negative-real parts. Utilizing this fact and
substituting (6.9) into (6.8), we have
G∞(x′|x) =
(
M
N
)−1
. (6.10)
On the other hand, one finds that the Grothendieck polynomials Gλ(z,−1) and Gµ(z−1,−1)
do not depend on the shapes λ and µ in the limit zj → 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N):
Gλ(z,−1)|z→{1} = 1,
N∏
j=1
(1− zj)N−1Gµ(z−1,−1)|z→{1} = 1, (6.11)
which follows from the formula (4.36). Thus the RHS of (6.7) reduces to 1/
∑
λ⊆(M−N)N 1 =(
M
N
)−1
which is nothing but the RHS of (6.10). The following is a consequence of Proposi-
tion 6.1 and the conservation law of the total probability:
∑
1≤x1<···<xN≤M
Pt(x1, . . . , xN ) =
1.
Corollary 6.2. The following sum rule holds for the Grothendieck polynomials.
∑
z
∑
µ⊆(M−N)N Gµ(z;−1)Gλ(z−1;−1)∑
γ⊆(M−N)N Gγ(z;−1)Gγ(z−1;−1)
eH(z)t = 1, (6.12)
where the summation is over all the sets of the solutions to the Bethe ansatz equation (6.5).
Finally we comment on the relaxation dynamics of a physical quantity A. The time
evolution of the expectation value for A starting from an initial state |x1 · · · xN 〉 is defined as
〈A〉t = 〈SN |AeMt|x1 · · · xN 〉, (6.13)
where 〈SN | is the left steady state vector
〈SN | =
∑
1≤x1<···<xN≤M
〈x1 · · · xN |. (6.14)
This definition comes from the fact that the TASEP is a stochastic process, and the coefficient
Pt(x
′
1, . . . , x
′
N ) of the state vector |ϕ(t)〉 = eHt|x1 · · · xN 〉 directly gives the probability of
being in the state |x′1 · · · x′N 〉 (see (6.1)), and the left steady state vector 〈SN | plays the role
of picking out the coefficients. Inserting the resolution of identity as in (6.8), we can express
the quantity (6.13) in terms of the Grothendieck polynomials.
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Proposition 6.3.
〈A〉t =
∑
z
[∑
ν⊆(M−N)N
∑
µ⊆(M−N)N AνµGµ(z;−1)
]
Gλ(z
−1;−1)∑
γ⊆(M−N)N Gγ(z;−1)Gγ(z−1;−1)
eH(z)t, (6.15)
where the matrix elements Aµλ is given by Aµλ = 〈y1 · · · yN |A|x1 · · · xN 〉 with xj = λN−j+1+ j
(M − N ≥ λ1 ≥ · · ·λN ≥ 0) and yj = µN−j+1 + j (M − N ≥ µ1 ≥ · · · µN ≥ 0), and the
summation is over all the sets of the solutions to the Bethe ansatz equation (6.5).
For instance, the relaxation dynamics of the the local densities A = ni = 1 − si and
currents A = ji = (1− si)si+1 can be explicitly evaluated by applying the following theorem.
Theorem 6.4. Let A = sl · · · sl+n−1 (−l + 1 ≤ n ≤ M ; l ∈ Z). Then the following formula
holds for arbitrary complex values zj ∈ C (1 ≤ j ≤ N):
∑
ν⊆(M−N)N
∑
µ⊆(M−N)N
AνµGµ(z;−1) =
N∏
j=1
zl+n−1j
∏
1≤j<k≤N
1
zk − zj detNV
(M−n), (6.16)
where A = sl · · · sl+n−1 and the N ×N matrix V is written as
V
(M−n)
jk =
j−1∑
m=0
(−1)m (M − n)!
m!(M −m− n)!(1− zk)
m−j+N−1 (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1),
V
(M−n)
Nk = −
M−n∑
m=max(N−1,1)
(−1)m (M − n)!
m!(M −m− n)!(1− zk)
m−1. (6.17)
Proof. The formula directly follows from the determinant representation of the form factor
for 〈SN |sl · · · sl+n−1|ψ(z)〉 obtained in [30, 31].
Setting n = 0 and l = 1 in the above formula, we find that Aνµ = δνµ and then the above
formula reduces to (5.10) for β = −1.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the determinant structures of a one-parameter family of integrable
five vertex models. By use of the algebraic Bethe ansatz and the matrix product representa-
tion of the wavefunctions, the on/off-shell wavefunctions are expressed in terms of determinant
forms. We found that the resultant wavefunctions are given by Grothendieck polynomials
which are a one parameter deformation of Schur polynomials. By use of the properties satis-
fied by the wavefunctions, we derived several important formulae such as the Cauchy identity,
summation formulae and so on for the Grothendieck polynomials.
The Grothendieck polynomial was originally introduced in the context of Schubert calcu-
lus. This paper investigates the objects of (geometric) representation theory from the per-
spectives of integrable models. See also [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] for the integrable model
approach to the (geometric) representation theory or the classical integrable interpretation
of integrable models. It is interesting to study the geometric and classical integrable inter-
pretation of the Cauchy identity, or to examine other representation theoretical objects from
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the integrable model side, the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient for example. The Cauchy
identity also seems to have potential applications to boxed plane partitions and determinantal
process, which we would like to pursue in the near future.
From the physics side, the evaluation of the wavefunctions by means of the matrix product
representation allows us to formulate the exact relaxation dynamics of the periodic TASEP
for arbitrary initial condition, beyond the step and alternating initial conditions studied in
our former works [30, 31]. We can now extract the asymptotics, fluctuations and so on from
the formulation. Moreover, since we started from the one-parameter extension of the L-
operator which corresponds to the TASEP with an effective long range potential [48, 49, 50],
we are in a position to make an extensive study of them. One of the continuations of this
paper is to study the properties of the model.
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Appendix A
Let us derive (2.5) as a solution to the RLL-relation (2.1) with the R-matrix (2.3), by making
the ansatz on the L operator
Lµj(u) = d1(u)sµsj + d2(u)σ
−
µ σ
+
j + d3(u)σ
+
µ σ
−
j + d4(u)nµsj + d5(u)nµnj, (7.1)
where dj(u) are the functions to be determined. In this paper, we consider the case d2(u) is
not identically equal to zero3 (d2(u) 6≡ 0). The equations to be solved are listed as
vd1(u)d2(v) − ud1(v)d2(u) = 0, (7.2)
d2(u)d3(v)− d2(v)d3(u) = 0, (7.3)
vd5(u)d2(v) − ud5(v)d2(u) = 0, (7.4)
vd1(u)d3(v) − ud1(v)d3(u) = 0, (7.5)
vd5(u)d3(v) − ud5(v)d3(u) = 0, (7.6)
(u2 − v2)d2(u)d3(v) + uv(d1(u)d4(v)− d1(v)d4(u)) = 0, (7.7)
(u2 − v2)d5(u)d2(v) + u(vd2(u)d4(v)− ud2(v)d4(u)) = 0, (7.8)
(u2 − v2)d5(u)d3(v) + u(vd3(u)d4(v)− ud3(v)d4(u)) = 0. (7.9)
3 For d2(u) ≡ 0, one sees from (7.2)–(7.9) that the model reduces to the four vertex model: d1(u) = Auf(u),
d3(u) = f(u), d4(u) = d5(u) = Buf(u), where A and B are some constants, and f(u) is a rational function
not identically equal to zero.
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From (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4), we have the relations between d1(u), d3(u), d5(u) and d2(u) with
the use of arbitrary constants A, B and C as
d1(u) = Aud2(u), (7.10)
d3(u) = Bd2(u), (7.11)
d5(u) = Cud2(u). (7.12)
Substituting the above relations into the remaining equations, we find (7.5) and (7.6) are
automatically satisfied, and we are left with (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) which now read
(Bd2(u) +Aud4(u))v
2d2(v)− (Bd2(v) +Avd4(v))u2d2(u) = 0, (7.13)
u(Cud2(u)− d4(u))d2(v)− v(Cvd2(v)− d4(v))d2(u) = 0. (7.14)
These equations lead to following relations between d4(u) and d2(u)
Bd2(u) +Aud4(u) = Eu
2d2(u), (7.15)
Cu2d2(u)− ud4(u) = Fd2(u), (7.16)
with constants E and F . Assuming A 6= 0, the compatibility between the two relations (7.15)
and (7.16) leads to E = AC,F = A−1B. Considering also the case A = 0, we finally find the
elements of the L-operator satisfying the RLL-relation under the ansatz (7.1) to be
d1(u) = Auf(u), (7.17)
d2(u) = f(u), (7.18)
d3(u) = Bf(u), (7.19)
d4(u) = (Cu−Du−1)f(u), (7.20)
d5(u) = Cuf(u), (7.21)
where f(u) 6≡ 0 is a rational function of u and A,B,C,D are constants satisfying the con-
straints B − AD = 0. Taking A = B = D = 1 and C = α, we have the desired L-operator
(2.5) up to the overall factor f(u). (See [51] for example for a brute force search of more
complicated integrable models of higher ranks or higher spins.)
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